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MENTAL DISORDERS IN PRIMARY care are common, disabling, costly, and treatable.1-5 However, they are frequently unrecognized and therefore not treated.2-6 Although there have been many screening instruments developed,7,8 PRIME-MD (Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders)5 was the first instrument designed for use in primary care that actually diagnoses specific disorders using diagnostic criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Revised Third Edition9 (DSM-III-R) and Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition10 (DSM-IV).

PRIME-MD is a 2-stage system in which the patient first completes a 26-item self-administered questionnaire that screens for 5 of the most common groups of disorders in primary care: depressive, anxiety, alcohol, somatoform, and eating disorders. In the original study,3 the average amount of time spent by the physician to administer the clinician evaluation guide to patients who scored positively on the patient questionnaire was 8.4 minutes. However, this is still a considerable amount of time in the primary care setting, where most visits are 15 minutes or less.11 Therefore, although PRIME-MD has been widely used in clinical research,12-28 its use in clinical settings has apparently been limited. This article describes the development, validation, and utility of a fully

Context The Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders (PRIME-MD) was developed as a screening instrument but its administration time has limited its clinical usefulness.

Objective To determine if the self-administered PRIME-MD Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ) has validity and utility for diagnosing mental disorders in primary care comparable to the original clinician-administered PRIME-MD.


Setting Eight primary care clinics in the United States.

Participants Of a total of 3000 adult patients (selected by site-specific methods to avoid sampling bias) assessed by 62 primary care physicians (21 general internal medicine, 41 family practice), 585 patients had an interview with a mental health professional within 48 hours of completing the PHQ.

Main Outcome Measures Patient Health Questionnaire diagnoses compared with independent diagnoses made by mental health professionals; functional status measures; disability days; health care use; and treatment/referral decisions.

Results A total of 825 (28%) of the 3000 individuals and 170 (29%) of the 585 had a PHQ diagnosis. There was good agreement between PHQ diagnoses and those of independent mental health professionals (for the diagnosis of any 1 or more PHQ disorder, \( \kappa = 0.65 \); overall accuracy, 85%; sensitivity, 75%; specificity, 90%), similar to the original PRIME-MD. Patients with PHQ diagnoses had more functional impairment, disability days, and health care use than did patients without PHQ diagnoses (for all group main effects, \( P < .001 \)). The average time required of the physician to review the PHQ was far less than to administer the original PRIME-MD (<3 minutes for 85% vs 16% of the cases). Although 80% of the physicians reported that routine use of the PHQ would be useful, new management actions were initiated or planned for only 117 (32%) of the 363 patients with 1 or more PHQ diagnoses not previously recognized.

Conclusion Our study suggests that the PHQ has diagnostic validity comparable to the original clinician-administered PRIME-MD, and is more efficient to use.
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self-administered version of the original PRIME-MD, called the PRIME-MD Patient Health Questionnaire (henceforth referred to as the PHQ).

**DESCRIPTION OF PRIME-MD PHQ**

The 2 components of the original PRIME-MD, the patient questionnaire and the clinician evaluation guide, were combined into a single, 3-page questionnaire that can be entirely self-administered by the patient (it can also be read to the patient, if necessary). The clinician scans the completed questionnaire, verifies positive responses, and applies diagnostic algorithms that are abbreviated at the bottom of each page. In this study, the data from the questionnaire were entered into a computer program that applied the diagnostic algorithms (written in SPSS 8.0 for Windows [SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill]). The computer program does not include the diagnosis of somatoform disorder, because this diagnosis requires a clinical judgment regarding the adequacy of a biological explanation for physical symptoms that the patient has noted.

A fourth page has been added to the PHQ that includes questions about menstruation, pregnancy and childbirth, and recent psychosocial stressors. This report covers only data from the diagnostic portion (first 3 pages) of the PHQ. Users of the PHQ have the choice of using the entire 4-page instrument, just the 3-page diagnostic portion, a 2-page version (Brief PHQ) that covers mood and panic disorders and the nondiagnostic information described above, or only the first page of the 2-page version (covering only mood and panic disorders) (Figure 1).

The original PRIME-MD assessed 18 current mental disorders. By grouping several specific mood, anxiety, and somatoform categories into larger rubrics, the PHQ greatly simplifies the differential diagnosis by assessing only 8 disorders. Like the original PRIME-MD, these disorders are divided into threshold disorders (corresponding to specific DSM-IV diagnoses, such as major depressive disorder, panic disorder, other anxiety disorder, and bulimia nervosa) and subthreshold disorders (in which the criteria for disorders encompass fewer symptoms than are required for any specific DSM-IV diagnoses: other depressive disorder, probable alcohol abuse or dependence, and somatoform and binge eating disorders).

One important modification was made in the response categories for depressive and somatoform symptoms that, in the original PRIME-MD, were dichotomous (yes/no). In the PHQ, response categories are expanded. Patients indicate for each of the 9 depressive symptoms whether, during the previous 2 weeks, the symptom has bothered them “not at all,” “several days,” “more than half the days,” or “nearly every day.” This change allows the PHQ to be not only a diagnostic instrument but also to yield a measure of depression severity that can be of aid in initial treatment decisions as well as in monitoring outcomes over time. Patients indicate for each of the 13 physical symptoms whether, during the previous month, they have been “not bothered,” “bothered a little,” or “bothered a lot” by the symptom. Because physical symptoms are so common in primary care, the original PRIME-MD dichotomous-response categories often led patients to endorse physical symptoms that were not clinically significant.

An item was added to the end of the diagnostic portion of the PHQ asking the patient if he or she had checked off any problems on the questionnaire: “How difficult have these problems made it for you to do your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people?” As with the original PRIME-MD, before making a final diagnosis, the clinician is expected to rule out physical causes of depression, anxiety and physical symptoms, and, in the case of depression, normal bereavement and history of a manic episode.

**STUDY PURPOSE**

Our major purpose was to test the validity and utility of the PHQ in a multisite sample of family practice and general internal medicine patients by answering the following questions:

1. Are diagnoses made by the PHQ as accurate as diagnoses made by the original PRIME-MD, using independent diagnoses made by mental health professionals (MHPs) as the criterion standard?
2. Are the frequencies of mental disorders found by the PHQ comparable to those obtained in other primary care studies?
3. Is the construct validity of the PHQ comparable to the original PRIME-MD in terms of functional impairment and health care use?
4. Is the PHQ as effective as the original PRIME-MD in increasing the recognition of mental disorders in primary care patients?
5. How valuable do primary care physicians find the diagnostic information in the PHQ?
6. How comfortable are patients in answering the questions on the PHQ, and how often do they believe that their answers will be helpful to their physicians in understanding and treating their problems?

**METHODS**

**Sites and Selection of Subjects**

The study was conducted at 8 primary care sites (5 general internal medicine and 3 family practice). The institutional review board of each site approved the study protocol.

From May 1997 to November 1998, 3890 patients, 18 years or older, were invited to participate in the study. There were 190 who declined to participate, 266 who started but did not complete the questionnaire, and 434 whose questionnaires were not entered into the database because either more than 1 page was not completed or there were inadequate data to rule in or out 1 or more PHQ diagnoses. This resulted in the 3000 cases reported here (1578 family practice, 1422 general internal medicine). All sites used 1 of 2 subject selection methods to minimize sampling bias: selection of either consecutive patients for a given clinic session or every nth patient until the intended quota for that session was achieved.
This questionnaire is an important part of providing you with the best health care possible. Your answers will help in understanding problems that you may have.

Name_________________ Age_____ Sex:  □ Female  □ Male  Today’s Date _______

1. Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?
   a. Little interest or pleasure in doing things.  
   b. Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless.  
   c. Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much.  
   d. Feeling tired or having little energy.  
   e. Poor appetite or overeating.  
   f. Feeling bad about yourself — or that you are a failure or have let yourself or your family down.  
   g. Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the newspaper or watching television.  
   h. Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have noticed? Or the opposite — being so fidgety or restless that you have been moving around a lot more than usual.  
   i. Thoughts that you would be better off dead or of hurting yourself in some way.

2. Questions about anxiety.
   a. In the last 4 weeks, have you had an anxiety attack — suddenly feeling fear or panic?  
   b. Has this ever happened before?  
   c. Do some of these attacks come suddenly out of the blue — that is, in situations where you don’t expect to be nervous or uncomfortable?  
   d. Do these attacks bother you a lot or are you worried about having another attack?  
   e. During your last bad anxiety attack, did you have symptoms like shortness of breath, sweating, your heart racing or pounding, dizziness or faintness, tingling or numbness, or nausea or upset stomach?

3. If you checked any problems on this questionnaire so far, how difficult have these problems made it for you to do your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people?

   Not difficult at all  □  Somewhat difficult  □  Very difficult  □  Extremely difficult  □
During the previous 3 months, their physicians noted how long it took them to review each PHQ and ask clarifying questions. Finally, at the conclusion of the study, all physicians completed confidential questionnaires asking them about the value and usefulness of the PHQ.

**Mental Health Professionals.** To determine the agreement of PHQ diagnoses with those of MHPs, midway through the study an MHP (a PhD clinical psychologist or 1 of 3 senior psychiatric social workers) attempted to interview by telephone all subsequently entered subjects who had a telephone, agreed to be interviewed, and could be contacted within 48 hours. All except 1 site participated in these validation interviews. The MHP was blinded to the results of the PHQ. The rationale and additional details of the MHP telephone interview, which used the overview from the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R® and diagnostic questions from the original PRIME-MD, are described in the original PRIME-MD report.5

**RESULTS**

**Description of Patients**

The mean (SD) age of the patients was 46 (17.2) years, with a range of 18 to 99 years; 66% were female; 79% were white (not Hispanic); 13% were African American, 4% were Hispanic; 48% were married, 12% were divorced, 23% were never married; and 25% were college graduates. There was considerable site variability (site ranges: mean age, 40-62 years; female, 54%-89%; college graduate, 2%-50%). Of the total sample, 80% were established clinic patients, and the remainder were being seen for the first time. The most common types of physical disorders were hypertension (25%), arthritis (11%), diabetes (8%), and pulmonary disease (7%).

**Accuracy: Agreement With MHPs**

The 585 subjects who had an MHP interview within 48 hours of completing the PHQ were, within each site, similar to patients not reinterviewed in terms of demographic profile, functional status, and frequency of psychiatric diagnoses. One modification from the original PRIME-MD algorithm was necessary. The number of symptoms required for diagnosing major depressive disorder could remain the same as in DSM-IV, ie, 5 of 9 during the previous 2 weeks. However, because the PHQ response set was expanded from the simple yes/no in the original PRIME-MD to 4 frequency levels as described above, lowering the PHQ threshold from “nearly every day” to “more than half the days” considerably improved sensitivity (from 37% to 73%) while maintaining high specificity (94%).

The operating characteristics of the PHQ are generally satisfactory and comparable to those obtained in the original PRIME-MD study (Table 1).

---

Table 1. Operating Characteristics of the Self-administered PRIME-MD PHQ (n = 585) Compared With the Original Clinician-Administered PRIME-MD (n = 431)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sensitivity, % (95% CI)</th>
<th>Specificity, % (95% CI)</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy, % (95% CI)</th>
<th>( \kappa ) (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHQ</td>
<td>PHQ</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>PHQ</td>
<td>Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any PRIME-MD psychiatric diagnosis</td>
<td>75 (69-81)</td>
<td>83 (78-88)</td>
<td>90 (87-93)</td>
<td>88 (84-92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any mood disorder</td>
<td>61 (52-70)</td>
<td>67 (59-75)</td>
<td>94 (92-96)</td>
<td>92 (89-95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
<td>73 (59-87)</td>
<td>57 (45-69)</td>
<td>98 (96-100)</td>
<td>94 (90-95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any anxiety disorder</td>
<td>63 (53-73)</td>
<td>69 (59-79)</td>
<td>97 (95-99)</td>
<td>90 (87-93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder</td>
<td>81 (69-93)</td>
<td>57 (37-76)</td>
<td>99 (98-100)</td>
<td>99 (98-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable alcohol abuse/dependence</td>
<td>62 (48-76)</td>
<td>81 (62-100)</td>
<td>97 (95-99)</td>
<td>98 (97-99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any eating disorder</td>
<td>89 (77-100)</td>
<td>73 (54-92)</td>
<td>96 (95-97)</td>
<td>99 (98-100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All data are reported using mental health professionals’ diagnoses as the criterion standard. PRIME-MD indicates Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders; PHQ, Patient Health Questionnaire; and CI, confidence interval.

†The only differences are specificity original < PHQ for any anxiety disorder (P<.001), specificity PHQ < original for any eating disorder (P = .014), and \( \kappa \) PHQ > original for panic disorder (P = .019).
note, the sensitivity of the PHQ for major depressive disorder was somewhat higher (73% vs 57%). As in the original study, the prevalences for PHQ diagnoses and MHP diagnoses were nearly identical, indicating that the PHQ did not have a systematic tendency to overdiagnose or underdiagnose any psychiatric disorder.

We also examined agreement between the PHQ results and the MHP on a computer-derived index of depression symptom severity (the sum of the scores for the 9 PHQ–or MHP–recorded depressive symptoms; possible range, 0–27). The correlation between the PHQ and MHP for this index was 0.84.

**Diagnostic Results of PHQ Evaluations**

Overall, 28% of the subjects had a PHQ diagnosis, of which 15% had a threshold diagnosis and 13% a subthreshold diagnosis only (Table 2). The overall prevalence of psychiatric disorder was somewhat lower than in the original study (28% vs 39%). The proportion of patients with a psychiatric disorder who had more than 1 disorder was also somewhat lower (36% vs 56%). As in the original PRIME-MD study, the prevalence varied considerably across sites, which, at least in part, is undoubtedly attributable to significant differences in patient demographic variables across the sites.

**Physician Time Reviewing PHQ**

The physician time required to review the PHQ (n = 1527) was less than 1 minute for 42% of the subjects, 1 to 2 minutes for 43%, 3 to 5 minutes for 13%, and more than 5 minutes for only 3%. Thus, the time required of the physician to review the PHQ is far less than the time to administer the clinician-administered PRIME-MD (less than 3 minutes for 85% of the subjects given the PHQ vs 16% of the subjects given the PRIME-MD in our original study).

**Relationship of PHQ Results to Functional Status, Health Care Use, and Disability Days**

FIGURE 2 shows the mean scores on the 6 scales of the SF-20 for 4 groups of subjects. Each of the disorders (except for alcohol abuse) has 1, 2, or 3 symptoms that must be present for the diagnosis to be made (eg, depressed mood or loss of interest for major depressive disorder). Patients who did not endorse any of these required symptoms on the PHQ were considered to be symptom–screen negative. Patients who had 1 or more of these required symptoms but did not qualify for a subthreshold or threshold diagnosis were considered to be symptom–screen positive but to have no psychiatric diagnosis. The third and fourth groups met criteria for subthreshold and any threshold diagnoses, respectively. Scores were adjusted by analysis of covariance for number of physical disorders, sex, age, minority status, education level, and site. As with the original PRIME-MD study, the symptom–screen negative group had the highest level of functioning on all of the scales, followed by the symptom–screen positive group, the subthreshold group, and, finally, the threshold group.

| Table 2. Prevalence of Psychiatric Disorders Detected by PRIME-MD PHQ in 3000 Primary Care Patients* |
|---------------------------------------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Mental Disorder                                         | Total             | Site             |
|                                                        | Sample, No. (%)   | Range, %         |
| Any psychiatric diagnosis                               | 825 (28)          | 16-38            |
| Any threshold diagnosis                                 | 448 (15)          | 7-22             |
| Subthreshold only                                        | 377 (13)          | 9-16             |
| Any mood disorder                                        | 476 (16)          | 11-28            |
| Major depressive disorder                                | 292 (10)          | 5-13             |
| Other depressive disorder                                | 184 (6)           | 5-16             |
| Any anxiety disorder                                     | 317 (11)          | 4-16             |
| Panic disorder                                           | 165 (6)           | 2-9              |
| Other anxiety disorder                                   | 221 (7)           | 3-10             |
| Probable alcohol abuse/dependence                        | 201 (7)           | 3-10             |
| Any eating disorder                                      | 211 (7)           | 2-11             |
| Binge eating disorder                                    | 187 (6)           | 2-9              |
| Bulimia nervosa                                          | 24 (1)            | 0-2              |

*PRIME-MD PHQ indicates Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders Patient Health Questionnaire. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals around the prevalence estimates are ±2%.

Figure 2. Relationship of PRIME-MD PHQ Results to Functional Status

Because of missing data for some patients, the range of numbers of patients across scales was as follows: symptom screen–negative, 1044 to 1095; symptom screen–positive but no psychiatric diagnosis, 862 to 892; subthreshold psychiatric diagnosis, 331 to 337; and threshold psychiatric diagnosis, 393 to 409. All paired comparisons among the 4 groups were significant at P<.05 using Bonferroni correction for type I errors, with the exception of the difference between the symptom screen–positive patients but no psychiatric diagnoses and patients with subthreshold psychiatric diagnosis on the bodily pain scale. SF-20 indicates Short-Form General Health Survey; PRIME-MD PHQ, Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders Patient Health Questionnaire.
threshold group. The group main effects were all significant ($P < .001$).

**Table 3.** Self-reported Health Care Use and Disability Days by PRIME-MD PHQ Diagnostic Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom Screen–Negative, Group 1</th>
<th>Symptom Screen–Positive but No Psychiatric Diagnosis, Group 2</th>
<th>Subthreshold Psychiatric Diagnosis, Group 3</th>
<th>Threshold Psychiatric Diagnosis, Group 4</th>
<th>$P$ Value†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visits to a physician in past 3 mo, mean No.</td>
<td>0.98 [0.82–1.14] (n = 1057)</td>
<td>1.37 [1.19–1.55] (n = 870)</td>
<td>1.70 [1.43–1.97] (n = 328)</td>
<td>2.48 [2.22–2.74] (n = 391)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days kept from usual activities because of not feeling well, mean</td>
<td>2.24 [1.38–3.10] (n = 1048)</td>
<td>4.83 [3.89–5.77] (n = 852)</td>
<td>6.64 [5.11–8.17] (n = 328)</td>
<td>16.96 [15.49–18.43] (n = 358)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Scores are adjusted by analysis of covariance for number of physical disorders, sex, age, minority status, educational level, and site. PRIME-MD PHQ indicates Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders Patient Health Questionnaire. Numbers in brackets are 95% confidence intervals.

†Nominal significance levels are reported for pairwise differences. Type I errors are controlled for by Bonferroni criteria.

**Table 4.** Frequency of Psychiatric Diagnoses Unrecognized by Physician

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHQ (n = 2901)†</th>
<th>Original (n = 731)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any PRIME-MD psychiatric diagnosis</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any mood disorder</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any anxiety disorder</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable alcohol abuse/dependence</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any eating disorder</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PRIME-MD indicates Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders; PHQ, Patient Health Questionnaire. Numbers in brackets are 95% confidence intervals.
†Not 3000 because 99 patients were missing data for physician diagnosis.

The nonrecognition rate was even higher for specific diagnostic categories. The ability of the PHQ to detect a substantial number of unrecognized cases is comparable to that of the original PRIME-MD.

**Perceived Value of PHQ to Physicians**

At the conclusion of the study, most physicians reported that the diagnostic information provided by the PHQ was “very” (46%) or “somewhat” (41%) useful in management and treatment planning. The majority (80%) also reported that if they were able to have the clerical staff in their setting give the questionnaire to patients, it would be helpful if given routinely to all new patients, all patients who had not received a questionnaire in the last year, and to any patient for whom it seemed indicated at the time of the visit. Prior to the study, nearly half (48%) of the physicians acknowledged that they only “occasionally” asked their patients about many of the diagnostic symptoms included in the PHQ when their chief complaint did not suggest a mental disorder.

**Impact of PHQ on Physician Management Decisions**

Although our study was designed to test the diagnostic validity of the PHQ and not to influence treatment decisions, we still asked the physicians, for each case, what treatment or referral actions they initiated or planned to initiate for any problems reported in the PHQ. There were 363 patients with 1 or more PHQ symptoms.
diagnoses who had not been previously determined by their physicians to have any PHQ diagnoses and for whom information on treatment decisions was available. For only 32% (n = 117) did physicians note that any new management actions were initiated or planned. For only 16% (n = 58) were follow-up visits planned; for only 3% (n = 11) were antidepressants prescribed; and for only 3% (n = 11) were referrals to MHPS provided. Of the 74 patients with PHQ diagnoses of major depression that had not previously been recognized, follow-up visits, antidepressant prescriptions, or mental health referrals were noted for only 22%, 10%, and 5% of the cases, respectively.

**Reaction of Patients to PHQ**
The majority (88%) of patients said they were “very” or “somewhat” comfortable answering the questions on the PHQ. Likewise, 89% believed that the questions were “very” or “somewhat” helpful in getting their physicians to better understand or treat the problems they were having.

**COMMENT**
The self-administered PHQ has diagnostic validity comparable to that of the original clinician-administered instrument. This was demonstrated both by agreement with an independent MHP interview (criterion validity) as well as by the strong association of PHQ diagnoses with indices of functional impairment and health care use (construct validity). As with the original PRIME-MD, most patients were comfortable answering questions and judged the information to be valuable to their physicians. Most physicians also found it useful and thought it would be helpful if used routinely. The PHQ is efficient, requiring much less of a clinician’s time than the original PRIME-MD.

In addition to its value in yielding provisional psychiatric diagnoses, the PHQ yields an index of depressive symptom severity. This index, which had a remarkably high correlation with an MHP assessment of the same dimension, may be useful in initial management decisions as well as monitoring treatment outcome in depressed patients.

Previous self-report instruments used in primary care for case finding or screening yield indices of severity rather than categorical psychiatric diagnoses.5,7 The PHQ is the first entirely self-administered diagnostic instrument designed for use in primary care. We found that agreement between the PHQ diagnosis of major depressive disorder and the MHP diagnosis was maximized when the frequency threshold for the individual major depression items of the PHQ was lowered from the DSM-IV requirement of “nearly every day” to “more than half the days.” This finding may be due to the fact that in most structured diagnostic interviews, such as the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R and the interview used by our MHPs, patients who acknowledge depressive symptoms are asked, for each symptom, whether it has been present “nearly every day.” Given only this dichotomous choice, many patients whose symptoms have been present only “more than half the days” during the time period being considered may respond affirmatively, believing that to be their only opportunity to indicate that they frequently have had the symptom in question. Many patients with major depressive disorder diagnosed by the PHQ who reported on the questionnaire that the symptoms were present only “more than half the days” did answer affirmatively to the MHP when asked if the symptom had been present “nearly every day.” The implication of this finding is that a well-designed self-report instrument, which allows the subject to consider a range of frequency responses for symptoms, may yield a more accurate assessment of frequency than a clinician-administered structured interview, which, for efficiency of administration, presents a dichotomous choice of a single frequency taken from a diagnostic criterion.

An especially interesting finding in our study is the strong predictive value of the question at the end of the PHQ: “How difficult have these problems made it for you to do your work, take care of things at home, or get along with other people?” This global self-assessment of the degree of impairment associated with the patient’s psychological symptoms is a potential indicator of the likelihood of a psychiatric diagnosis and of functional impairment.

Several possible limitations in the study should be noted. The PHQ was scored with a computer program to ensure that the diagnostic algorithms were applied correctly. In pilot testing the questionnaire, we found that clinicians who had little training in applying the algorithms sometimes made errors. Our study does not indicate how much training is necessary in different primary care settings to ensure that the diagnostic algorithms are applied with minimal errors. Also, as with any diagnostic test, the PHQ does not detect all cases of mental disorders. Therefore, clinicians should ask additional questions of patients who they feel may have “false-negative” PHQ results.

Although the PHQ is clearly more efficient for clinicians to use than the original PRIME-MD, our study indicates that it may also be easier for clinicians to ignore. In our study, the PHQ had less impact on physician therapeutic actions than did the original PRIME-MD, which requires that clinicians gather much of the diagnostic information through direct interview. This may lead to more intimate and detailed awareness and understanding of their patients’ symptoms than simply reviewing a self-report questionnaire. This, in turn, might increase the likelihood of initiating some form of treatment or referral. Our study confirms what has been demonstrated in numerous other studies31–33; merely providing clinicians with information about psychiatric diagnoses has only a moderate impact on their behavior. The relatively weak effect of information alone on producing changes in clinical practice is not unique to mental disorders but is also true for medical conditions in general.34 Aside from improved detection, what is also required to improve the management and outcomes of patients with mental disorders in primary care are system changes, such as longer or more frequent visits, collaborative support from MHPS,
and better reimbursement for psychosocial evaluation and treatment.15-39 Ideally, the PHQ would be administered in clinical practice to all new patients, patients in whom a psychiatric diagnosis is suspected, and established patients on a periodic basis (eg, annually), as is done with other screening procedures. In contrast, because of the length of time required to administer the original PRIME-MD, it has been used primarily as a research tool; clinicians have predominantly used it only with patients in whom they already suspected a psychiatric diagnosis—rather than using it routinely to detect unrecognized cases.

The original PRIME-MD study demonstrated that primary care physicians could make valid psychiatric diagnoses with the aid of brief, structured interviews. From the perspective of psychiatric assessment in primary care, our current study demonstrates that a well-designed self-report questionnaire can also provide comparably valid diagnoses. The original PRIME-MD has been widely used in primary care research, and we expect that the PHQ may offer an advantage in future studies because of its comparable validity but greater efficiency. With proper integration into primary care practice, accompanied by other system changes, the PHQ could become a useful clinical adjunct to improve the recognition and management of mental disorders.

PHQ Office Coding Algorithm

Major depressive syndrome is indicated if answers to #1a or b and five or more of #1a-1 are at least “More than half the days” (count #1i if present at all); other depressive syndrome, if #1a or b and two, three, or four of #1a-1 are at least “More than half the days” (count #1ii if present at all); panic syndrome, if all of #2a-e are “YES.”
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